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Abstract—The cooperative multiple-input multiple-output
(MIMO) radar and MIMO communications system is investi-
gated with the objective of complexity reduction in the presence of
radar hardware limitation. A combined transmitter selection and
receiver deployment (TSRD) problem is formulated to minimize
the Cramer-Rao bound (CRB) on target parameter estimation,
where the transmitters can be chosen from a discrete set and
the receivers can be deployed over a continuous region. A
genetic algorithm (GA)-based method is developed for solving
this mix-integer nonlinear programming problem efficiently and
approximately. The result shows that the TSRD is capable of
assisting in the complexity reduction for receiver processings.

Index Terms—Cramer-Rao bound, joint radar and communi-
cations system, receiver deployment, transmitter selection.

I. Introduction

The coexistence of radar and communications [1], [2] is
a well-known prototype for the joint radar and communica-
tions (RadCom) system [3]–[5]. Interference mitigation is a
significant issue with coexisting RadCom systems. Instead of
treating signals from the other system as interference, the work
in [6] proposes an idea of cooperative RadCom system. By
cooperating properly to share information with each other,
both the multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) radar and
MIMO communications may achieve performance gains.

The reduction of system complexity has garnered great
interest in the study of RadCom systems. Some works focus
on reducing the computational complexity [7]–[11]. While to
further reduce the hardware cost in possibly radio frequency
chains and processors etc, some works attempt to reduce
the number of antenna elements [12], [13]. Nonetheless,
the majority of research on the reduced-complexity RadCom
system is focused on the dual-function RadCom system, not
the cooperative RadCom system [6], [10], [11], [14], [15].

This paper discusses the design of a reduced-complexity
system for estimating target parameters in a cooperative Rad-
Com system with widely separated antennas. In this case, the
system complexity is mainly determined by the selection of
transmitted signals to process at each of the radar receivers.
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This work was supported by the Municipal Government of Quzhou under

Grant Number 2021D005.

The CRB is derived to assess the performance of the coop-
erative system in estimating target location and velocity. We
develop a combined antenna selection and receiver deployment
(TSRD) problem and show that it is a mix-integer nonlinear
programming (MINLP) problem. The GA is a power tool
for the MINLP, and it is a robust global optimizer [16].
Thus, a GA-based algorithm is proposed to approximately
and efficiently solve the TSRD problem. The performance of
the cooperative system designed by the proposed method is
analyzed through numerical examples.

Notations: Throughout this paper, we use the following
notations. The symbol � means the Hadamard product, ⊗ the
Kronecker product, (·)T and (·)H the transpose and conjugate
transpose respectively, IK denotes a K×K identity matrix, ‖·‖0
the `0-norm and diag{·} the diagonal operator.

II. SignalModel

Assume that the cooperative radar and communications
system owns a MIMO radar system with MR single antenna
transmitters and a MIMO communications system with MC

single antenna transmitters in a two-dimensional Cartesian
coordinate system. The mRth, mR = 1, . . . ,MR radar trans-
mitter and the mCth, mC = 1, . . . ,MC communications trans-
mitter are transmitting signals, whose baseband forms are√

ER,mR sR,mR (kTs) and
√

EC,mC sC,mC (kTs) respectively, where Ts

is the sampling interval, ER,mR and EC,mC denote the trans-
mitted power, all waveforms have been normalized such that∑K

k=1 |sR,mR (kTs)|2 =
∑K

k=1 |sC,mC (kTs)|2 = 1/Ts, and MR + MC =

M. The radar has N receivers, where the nth, n = 1, . . . ,N
single antenna radar receiver locates at (xr,n, yr,n). Suppose
there is a target at (x, y) moving with speed (vx, vy). Thanks
to cooperation, the communications and radar signals are
assumed to have been perfectly estimated or known to the
receivers, so the cooperative system is able to estimate the
target parameters by utilizing signal returns from both systems
[6]. At the kth, k = 1, . . . ,K sampling instant at the nth radar
receiver, the received signal contributed from all transmitters
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is [6]

rn[k] =

MR∑
mR=1

√
ER,mRζR,nmR sR,mR (kTs − τR,nmR )e j2π fR,nmR kTs

+

MC∑
mC=1

√
EC,mCζC,nmC sC,mC (kTs − τC,nmC )e j2π fC,nmC kTs

+ wn[k], (1)

where the time delay, Doppler frequency shift and target
reflection coefficient associated with the radar system are
denoted by τR,nmR , fR,nmR and ζR,nmR respectively, while these
terms for the communications system are denoted by τC,nmC ,
fC,nmC and ζC,nmC respectively, and wn[kTs] is the clutter-plus-
noise. Assume that ζR,nmR and ζC,nmC from all paths are constant
over the observation interval, and they have been estimated
through preprocessing.

Receiver’s radio frequency chains and processors may be
costly. Confronted by such hardware limitation, receivers may
only process a certain amount of signals. However, MR and MC

in the cooperative system could be large, it may be impractical
to process all their transmitted signals. This creates a critical
issue with the selection of transmitters to enable good target
parameter estimation performance.

Define dR,nmR ∈ {1, 0} as an equivalent variable for radar
transmitter selection, implying that the nth receiver selects
(dR,nmR = 1) or rejects (dR,nmC = 0) the signal transmitted
from the mRth radar transmitter. Similar definition can be
given to dC,nmC ∈ {1, 0} for the communications transmit-
ter selection. Define dR,n = [dR,n1, . . . , dR,nMR ]T and dC,n =

[dC,n1, . . . , dC,nMC ]T , then dn = [dT
R,n,d

T
C,n]T implies the selec-

tion strategy of the nth receiver. Assume that the receiver
hardware limitation is ‖dn‖0 ≤ Wn. The equivalent received
signal of (1) under dn for the nth receiver is

rn[k] | dn =

MR∑
mR=1

dR,nmR

√
ER,mRζR,nmR sR,mR (kTs − τR,nmR )e j2π fR,nmR kTs

+

MC∑
mC=1

dC,nmC

√
EC,mCζC,nmC sC,mC (kTs − τC,nmC )e j2π fC,nmC kTs

+ wn[k]. (2)

Let uR,n = [
√

ER,1ζR,n1, . . . ,
√

ER,MRζR,nMR ]T ,
uC,n = [

√
EC,1ζC,n1, . . . ,

√
EC,MCζC,nMC ]T , sR,n[k] =

[sR,1(kTs−τR,n1)e j2π fR,n1kTs , . . . , sR,MR (kTs−τR,nMR )e j2π fR,nMR kTs ]T ,
and sC,n[k] = [sC,1(kTs − τC,n1)e j2π fC,n1kTs , . . . , sC,MC (kTs −

τC,nMC )e j2π fC,nMC kTs ]T . Then, (2) can be rewritten as

rn[k] | dn =(
dR,n � uR,n

)T sR,n[k] +
(
dC,n � uC,n

)T sC,n[k] + w[k]. (3)

Stacking K snapshot observations for rn[k] leads to

rn | dn = [rn[1], . . . , rn[K]]T

= DR,n � UR,nsR,n + DC,n � UC,nsC,n + wn, (4)

where DR,n = IK ⊗ (dR,n)T , DC,n = IK ⊗ (dC,n)T , UR,n = IK ⊗

(uR,n)T , UC,n = IK ⊗ (uC,n)T , sR,n = [(sR,n[1])T , . . . , (sR,n[K])T ]T ,
sC,n = [(sC,n[1])T , . . . , (sC,n[K])T ]T , and wn =

[wn[1], . . . ,wn[K]]T . The observations from all receivers
under the selection strategy d = [dT

1 , . . . ,d
T
N]T form

r | d =
[
rT

1 , . . . , r
T
N

]T

= FR � URsR + FC � UCsC + w
= ΣR + ΣC + w, (5)

where FR = diag{DR,1, . . . ,DR,N}, FC = diag{DC,1, . . . ,DC,N},
UR = diag{UR,1, . . . ,UR,N}, UC = diag{UC,1, . . . ,UC,N},
sR = [(sR,1)T , . . . , (sR,N)T ]T , sC = [(sC,1)T , . . . , (sC,N)T ]T , w =

[wT
1 , . . . ,w

T
N]T is assumed to be zero mean Gaussian white

with known variance matrix Q = σ2INK , and ΣR = FR �URsR

and ΣC = FC �UCsC represent the contribution from the radar
and the communications end respectively.

III. combined transmitter Selection and Receiver Placement

In the cooperative system, the radar task is to jointly
estimate the target location and velocity gathered into a vector
θ = [x, y, vx, vy]T . For certain selection strategy d, the log-
likelihood function is

L(r | θ,d) ∝

− (r − (ΣR + ΣC))H Q−1 (r − (ΣR + ΣC)) − ln (det (Q)) . (6)

The maximum likelihood (ML) estimate of θ is

θ̂ML = arg max
θ

L(r | θ,d). (7)

According to [17], the Fisher information matrix (FIM) con-
ditioned on d is

J(θ) =

2<
{[

AR
∂sH

R

∂τR
(FR � UR)H + BR

∂sH
R

∂fR
FR � UH

R

+AC
(∂sC)H

∂τC
(FC � UC)H + BC

∂sH
C

∂fC
FC � UH

C


×Q−1

[
(FR � UR)

∂sR

∂τR
AT

R + (FR � UR)
∂sR

∂fR
BT

R

+ (FC � UC)
∂sC

∂τC
AT

C + (FC � UC)
∂sC

∂fC
BT

C

]}
, (8)

where <{·} represents taking the real part of a matrix, the
block matrix are

AR =


∂τR,11

∂x . . .
∂τR,1MR
∂x

∂τR,21

∂x . . .
∂τR,NMR
∂x

∂τR,11

∂y . . .
∂τR,1MR
∂y

∂τR,21

∂y . . .
∂τR,NMR
∂y

0 . . . 0 0 . . . 0
0 . . . 0 0 . . . 0

 , (9)

AC =


∂τC,11

∂x . . .
∂τC,1MC
∂x

∂τC,21

∂x . . .
∂τC,NMC
∂x

∂τC,11

∂y . . .
∂τC,1MC
∂y

∂τC,21

∂y . . .
∂τC,NMC
∂y

0 . . . 0 0 . . . 0
0 . . . 0 0 . . . 0

 , (10)
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BR =


∂ fR,11

∂x . . .
∂ fR,1MR
∂x

∂ fR,21

∂x . . .
∂ fR,NMR
∂x

∂ fR,11

∂y . . .
∂ fR,1MR
∂y

∂ fR,21

∂y . . .
∂ fR,NMR
∂y

∂ fR,11

∂vx
. . .

∂ fR,1MR
∂vx

∂ fR,21

∂vx
. . .

∂ fR,NMR
∂vx

∂ fR,11

∂vy
. . .

∂ fR,1MR
∂vy

∂ fR,21

∂vy
. . .

∂ fR,NMR
∂vy

 , (11)

BC =


∂ fC,11

∂x . . .
∂ fC,1MC
∂x

∂ fC,21

∂x . . .
∂ fC,NMC
∂x

∂ fC,11

∂y . . .
∂ fC,1MC
∂y

∂ fC,21

∂y . . .
∂ fC,NMC
∂y

∂ fC,11

∂vx
. . .

∂ fC,1MC
∂vx

∂ fC,21

∂vx
. . .

∂ fC,NMC
∂vx

∂ fC,11

∂vy
. . .

∂ fC,1MC
∂vy

∂ fC,21

∂vy
. . .

∂ fC,NMC
∂vy

 . (12)

The CRBs for the estimation of elements in θ are CRBx =

[J−1(θ)]1,1, CRBy = [J−1(θ)]2,2, CRBvx = [J−1(θ)]3,3, and
CRBvy = [J−1(θ)]4,4, where [·]p,q denotes taking the pth row
and qth column element of the matrix. For any unbiased
estimator θ̂, the mean square error (MSE) matrix satisfies [17]

E
{(
θ̂ − θ

) (
θ̂ − θ

)H
}
� J−1(θ), (13)

where A � B means (A − B) is positive semidefinite. Thus,
the CRBs can be used to evaluate the cooperative system
target parameter estimation performance after the transmitter
selection. To quantify the total performance of localization and
velocity estimation, the weighted CRB (WCRB) is calculated,

WCRB , αxCRBx + αyCRBy + αvx CRBvx + αvy CRBvy , (14)

where αx = wxAx, αy = wyAy, αvx = wvx Avx , and αvy = wvy Avy .
The factor A(·) normalizes the CRBs for the location and
velocity estimation in different base unit, while the weight
w(·) specifies the emphasis on specific parameters according
to user needs.

For simplicity, suppose the communications and radar trans-
mitters are fixed. It is assumed that the communications part
has been well-designed to ensure the requisite performance,
and this paper’s primary focus is on optimizing the radar’s
performance. The FIM in (8) is a function of the transmitter
selection variable d and all receiver locations. Thus, a joint
optimization for the transmitter selection and receiver deploy-
ment (TSRD) can be formulated as followed,

min
β

WCRB (15)

s.t. β =
{
dT , xr,1, yr,1, . . . , xr,N , yr,N

}
, (15a)

d =
[
dT

1 , . . . ,d
T
N

]T
,dn =

[
dT

R,n,d
T
C,n

]T
, (15b)

dR,n =
[
dR,n1, . . . , dR,nMR

]T , (15c)

dC,n =
[
dC,n1, . . . , dC,nMC

]T , (15d)
dR,nmR ∈ {0, 1},mR = 1, . . . ,MR, (15e)
dC,nmC ∈ {0, 1},mC = 1, . . . ,MC , (15f)
‖dn‖0 ≤ Wn,∀n = 1, . . . ,N, (15g)(

xr,n, yr,n
)
∈ Dxy,n,Dxy,n ⊂ R

2,∀n = 1, . . . ,N, (15h)

where ‖dn‖0 ≤ Wn restricts each receiver to process Wn trans-
mitted signals at most, and Dn is a two-dimensional feasible
region to place the nth receiver. The optimization variables β

in (15a) takes discrete (15e)(15f) and continuous (15h) values.
The objective (15) is a nonlinear function of β from (14).
The problem (15) turns out to be an MINLP [18], which is
generally difficult to solve. The MINLP is a combinatorial
problem that can be efficiently solved using GA [19]. When
the problem is MINLP, many popular GA solvers (e.g., [20])
can offer a convenient way to find the solution. Here we use
GA to solve the problem approximately. In initializing, the
feasible regions for all variables in β are passed to the GA
solver. Next the WCRB can be computed from the CRBs
under a given β. Finally, the GA solver is called to find the
approximate solution β∗ = [d∗, x∗r,1, y

∗
r1, . . . , x

∗
r,N , y

∗
r,N] to (15).

The procedure is summarized in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1: GA-based TSRD algorithm.
Input: SCNR,wx,wy,wvx ,wvy ,W1, . . . ,WN ,D1, . . . ,DN .

1 Set the feasible region of d, xr,1, yr1, . . . , xr,N , yr,N

according to (15e), (15f) and (15h).
2 Compute J(θ) | d using (8).
3 Compute CRBx,CRBy,CRBvx , and CRBvy .
4 Derive the WCRB in (14).
5 Use GA to approximately solve arg minβ WCRB in

(15).
Output: β∗ =

[
d∗, x∗r,1, y

∗
r1, . . . , x

∗
r,N , y

∗
r,N

]
.

IV. Numerical Examples
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Fig. 1: System setup.

Assume in the cooperative system, there are MR = 3 radar
transmitters and MC = 3 communications transmitters. A set
of frequency spread pulsed sinusoidal signals are employed by
the radar transmission, whose baseband waveform is sR,mR [k] =

1/
√

T exp{ j2πmR∆ fRkTs}, where ∆ fR is the frequency off-
set between adjacent radar transmitters, and T is the pulse
width. The communications system uses the OFDM signals,
whose baseband waveform sC,mC [k] =

∑∞
i=−∞ smC i(kTs − iT ′)

is composed of smC [kTs] =
∑Na/2−1

n=−Na/2
amC [n]e j2πn∆ f kTs pT ′ (kTs),

where amC [n] is the data symbols, pT ′ (kTs) is the rectangular
pulse with unit amplitude and width T ′, ∆ f is the frequency
space between successive subcarriers, and Na is the number of
subcarriers. Configurations of the radar and communications
signals are ∆ fR = 1KHz, T = 85ms, ∆ f = 125Hz, Na = 6,
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T ′ = 10ms, and ER,1 = · · · = EC,MC = E. Assume the
cooperative system has N = 2 radar receivers. The receiver
hardware limitation is the same for all receivers, such that
W1 = W2 = W. Let W = 4, and the receiver feasible regions
are Dxy,1 = Dxy,2 = D.

Two types of receiver feasible regions are used, where
the first region D1 is composed of Np randomly generated
discrete points, and the second region is a continuous set D2 =

{(xr,n, yrn ) | xr,n ∈ [10000, 70000], yr,n ∈ [10000, 50000], n =

1, . . . ,N}. Suppose the target presents at (30186, 20097)m with
speed (20, 20)m/s, the target reflection coefficient for all paths
are identical to be 0.1 + 0.6 j. The variance of the clutter-plus-
noise is σ2 = 0.01. Define the signal-to-clutter-plus-noise ratio
(SCNR) as SCNR=10 log10(ME/σ2). Set the user specified
weights to wx = wy = wvx = wvy = 1/4. The system setup is
illustrated in Fig. 1.

A. Verification of the CRBs

-10 -5 0 5 10 15 20

SCNR(dB)

10-3

10-2

10-1

100

101

102

103

104

R
M

S
E

Fig. 2: The CRB versus the RMSE of the ML estimate for a
given transmitter selection and receiver deployment.

First, we verify the correctness of the derived CRB. Suppose
in the system setup in Fig. 1, the points Rx1=(37000, 13000)m
and Rx3=(44000, 50000)m in D1 are chosen to place the
receivers. Arbitrarily allocate the receivers using d1 =

[1, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0]T ,d2 = [1, 1, 0, 1, 1, 0]T , which indicates that
Rx1 selects all radar transmitters and CTx1, and Rx2 selects
RTx1, RTx2, CTx1 and CTx2. The root-mean-square errors
(RMSEs) of the ML estimates and the corresponding CRBs
are compared in Fig. 2. The ML estimator is asymptotically
unbiased, whose variance can be numerically derived from (7).
The CRB is calculated from (8), which is the achievable lower
bound of any unbiased estimators. When SCNR approaches
infinity, the ML estimates can attain the CRB asymptotically.
By comparing the RMSE of the ML estimates and the corre-
sponding CRBs, it can examine the correctness of the CRB
[17]. Fig. 2 shows that the RMSEs of the location and velocity
estimation asymptotically approach the corresponding CRBs,
which verifies the correctness

B. Effectiveness of Algorithm 1

With the scenario in Fig. 1, the TSRD problem is solved
over D = D1, where the set has Np = 400 randomly generated
discrete points. In this case, β is feasible over a discrete set.

Algorithm 1 is used to solve the TSRD problem in (15), where
the GA solver is employed. For comparison, an exhaustive
search is conducted to determine the optimal solution to the
problem (15). The normalized WCRBs of the result obtained
by Algorithm 1 and the exhaustive search are illustrated in Fig.
3. Results by Algorithm 1 appears to be capable of achieving
almost the same WCRB as the exhaustive search, indicating
that Algorithm 1 can approximately solve the TSRD problem.
Additionally, Algorithm 1 is faster than the exhaustive search.
In the sequel, we will focus exclusively on Algorithm 1 for
approximate solution of the TSRD problem.
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Fig. 3: The normalized WCRB obtained using exhaustive
search and Algorithm 1.

C. System complexity reduction by TSRD

This section shows the TSRD’s ability in system complexity
reduction for the cooperative RadCom system. A continuous
receiver feasible region D = D2 with the setup in Fig. 1
is adopted. In this case, the search space is infinite. Due
to the difficulty of performing an exhaustive search, we use
Algorithm 1 to solve the problem.

The solutions are given in TABLE I. It shows that the
antenna selections and receiver deployments change in dif-
ferent SCNR regions. In the results by TSRD, we see that
all receivers only need to pick 2 transmitted signals at SCNR
=10dB, which is much smaller than W = 4. In this case, it
is also noticed that the second and the third radar transmitter
RTx2 and RTx3 are not elected by any receivers, they can be
turned off. It indicates that the TSRD can guide the coexisting
system designs to decrease the system complexity by reducing
the radar transmissions and/or receiver processings.

SNR (dB) -10 0 10
xr,1 (m) 39984.478 40045.412 39895.457
yr,1 (m) 30029.652 29975.621 30200.896
xr,2 (m) 14950.356 14911.864 14866.163
yr,2 (m) 30606.843 30564.019 30137.846

d1 [0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 0]T [0, 1, 0, 1, 1, 0]T [0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 0]T

d2 [1, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0]T [0, 0, 1, 0, 1, 0]T [1, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0]T

CRBx (m) 363.989 41.403 36.398
CRBy (m) 234.214 33.941 23.422

CRBvx (m/s) 0.312 0.061 0.0312
CRBvy (m/s) 0.279 0.0559 0.028

TABLE I: Solutions of the TSRD by Algorithm 1.
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D. Cooperation versus Non-cooperation

Finally, the estimation performance of the coexisting system
using the GA-based TSRD is investigated for the cooperative
and non-cooperative MIMO radar and MIMO communications
systems in the system setup in Fig. 1 with feasible region D2.
In the non-cooperation case, the receiver can only use the radar
transmitted signals. Two cases are considered for comparison:
Case-1: wx = wy = wvx = wvy = 1/4 (Equal weights); Case-2:
wx = wy = 1/2, wvx = wvy = 0 (All weights on location).

Fig. 4 plots the normalized WCRBs for the cooperative and
non-cooperative coexisting system in the two cases designed
by the TSRD using Algorithm 1. For Case-1, within the SCNR
region of interest, the WCRB of the cooperation coexisting
system is always lower than the non-cooperation counterpart.
This indicates that the TSRD is able to retain the estimation
performance gain [6] inherited from the cooperative coexisting
system. Case-2 supports a similar conclusion.
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Fig. 4: The normalized WCRBs for the cooperative and the
non-cooperative coexisting system designed by the proposed
TSRD.

V. Conlusion

The estimation of target parameters in a cooperative MIMO
radar and MIMO communications system was investigated.
The CRB for the joint localization and velocity estimation
in presence of radar hardware limitations for the cooperative
system was derived. A TSRD problem was formulated to de-
termine the transmitter selection and receiver deployment that
minimize the WCRB. The problem was solved approximately
by a GA-based Algorithm. Through numerical examples, we
showed that the proposed TSRD can reduce the complexity
on radar transmissions and/or receiver processings. The TSRD
can retain the performance advantage brought by cooperation
over the non-cooperative systems.
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